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Abstract—Much research has sought to recognize and retrieve
music on the basis of emotion labels. These labels are usually
obtained from either subjective test or social tags. Researchers
use social tags usually either by grouping tags to emotion
categories or clusters directly, or by mapping tags to dimensional
quadrants simply. Few research work have undertaken semantic
analysis on social tags for projecting them into a dimensional
emotion space, especially based on recent neural word embedding
techniques using large-scale datasets. In this paper, we propose an
effective solution to analyse music tag information and represent
them in a 2-dimension emotion plane without limiting the corpus
to contain only emotion terms. In our solution, we apply neural
word embedding methods for tag representation, including Skip-
gram, Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) and Global Vectors
(GloVe). In our experiment, we compare these methods with
traditional Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) model based on
Procrustes Analysis evaluation metrics. The results shows that
neural tag embedding methods outperform LSA and represent
tags with high approximations with classic circumplex emotion
definitions.

Keywords-dimensional emotion model, semantic analysis, social
tags, tag embedding

I. INTRODUCTION

During recent years, music emotion recognition in Music
Information Retrieval (MIR) systems has become a very active
research area, driven by the need to automatically detect emo-
tion for music. A great deal of research has been contributed
for this area such as music emotion classification [1], dynamic
emotion detection [2], multimodal recognition [3].

Generally, there are two taxonomic methods for emotion
representation: the categorical method and the dimensional
method. The categorical method maps emotion descriptions
into some typical discrete terms [4], categories [5] or clusters
[6], while the dimensional method considers emotion as con-
tinuous values within a 2 or 3-dimensional space. Increasingly,
research tends to use a dimensional model [7] or quadrants in
dimensional space [8] to narrow the semantic gap between
music experience and human perception, as opposed to using
limited categorical emotion terms.

Corresponding to dimensional emotion representation,
quantified emotion annotations are required. Such annotations
could be conducted by subjective test, but it usually result in
a heavy load on time consumption and labor cost [9], which
is not tractable with large-scale datasets such as those seen in

MIR. As an alternative source of annotation, increasing interest
has been shown in crowdsourcing resources [10].

With the fast growth of web social media, social tags from
community users is considered as a good way to providing
annotation for music related tasks such as music automatic
tagging [11], music emotion recognition [12] or sentiment
analysis [13]. Compared with subjective annotation, social tags
save more effort and serve training models better for large-
scale dataset. As for dimensional emotion representation, pre-
vious research usually simply map social tags to the quadrants
of classic dimensional emotion model such as Russell’s cir-
cumplex plane [14], then define annotation schemes to project
songs associated with tags to dimensional space [8], rather
than analysing tags relationships in the context of music tag
dataset. Only a few research projects focus on tags analysis to
reflect themselves on dimensional emotion model [15], [16]),
but these approaches use conventional latent semantic analysis
(LSA) which purely depends on geometrical transformations
rather than neural text analysis to automatically learn latent
concepts.

In this research project, we propose an neural tag analysis
solution for dimensional emotion representation with large-
scale music datasets. Fig. 1 shows the work flow for this
solution. In tags analysis, we consider tags as terms rather than
single words because tags may be phrases or even sentences.
The social tags dataset is preprocessed to generate a structured
input such as a text corpus or a factorized matrix for the
subsequent tag analysis models. Then the neural tag embed-
ding model is trained and output vector-based terms. After
extracting emotion-related term vectors, non-metric Multidi-
mensional Scaling (nMDS) method is applied to this vector-
based data to reduce the dimensionality into 2 dimensions (2D)
or 3 dimensions (3D). Finally, Procrustes Analysis approach is
used to make terms conform to dimensional emotion space and
measure tag representation performance based on Warriner’s
emotional ratings [17].

The crucial part of this solution is tags embedding,
where neural word embedding methods are implemented
to replace LSA, including Skip-gram, Continuous Bag-Of-
Words(CBOW) [18] and Global Vectors (GloVe) [19]. We
compare their performance by using Procrustes root mean
squred error (RMSE). The results show that neural word



Fig. 1. Tags analysis solution overview

embedding methods outperform traditional semantic analysis
methods. Using this solution, we are able to model joint
representations of tags rather than limited to single type of tag
corpus (such as emotion or genre only) and utilize social tags
as a source of emotion annotation more reliably to quantify
music in dimensional emotion space.

II. BACKGROUNDS AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce some backgrounds about
emotion representation, emotion annotation and related work
about word embedding models.

A. Emotion Representation

Music emotion model were originally developed in psycho-
logical studies. Early research by Hevner used experiments
with approximately 450 subjects, resulting in eight adjective
clusters (or categories) of affective terms, which were laid out
in a circle [20]. While it was ostensibly a categorical model,
it clearly laid the groundwork for a dimensional model of
emotion. The dimensional approach was clearly articulated
by Russell [14], who proposed that 28 affect words located
in a 2 dimensional circumplex model, with a horizontal axis
of valence (positive-negative) and a vertical axis of arousal
(active-inactive). Following this work, Thayer [21] proposed
another dimensional model based on tension and energy.
These two models were integrated into a classic 2-dimension
emotion model by Scherer [22] by positioning the two sets
of two axes within a single space. Paltoglou and Thelwall
[23] continued to refine emotion term positions within these
spaces with improvements to the emotion coordinate accuracy.
These dimension representation could be adopted for emotion
prediction either in continuous values as regression problems
or in categories based on quadrants as classification problems.

B. Music Emotion Annotation

Annotation is the process of obtaining emotion labels for
songs so that emotion recognition training models can use
them as the target labels. One method for this purpose is
subjective testing, which can be conducted by either experts or
candidates, annotating songs in categories [24], or rating songs
in predefined range in a dimensional space [25], [26]. Another
common method is to utilize crowdsourcing resources such as
MTurk workers [2], collaborative games [27], social tags [13]
or web service [28]. Among them, social tags is relatively
mature resource to be explored and ready to use. However,
social tags also contain some problems such as polysemy,
misspellings, junk words and popularity bias [29], which need
to be preprocessed before using as emotion labels.

Social tags is utilized for music emotion recognition (MER)
in several ways. In a categorical model, researchers usually use
tags as ground truth data directly [30]. While in a dimensional
model, most research mainly uses subjective experiments [31]
or maps tags to other existing models [8]. Then how to
use tags to construct dimensional annotation is a real need
for large-scale music dataset. Because such dataset is hard
to be annotated manually considering labor and time cost.
Saari and Eerola [15] have done some research in this area
using conventional text analysis methods to generate Affec-
tive Circumplex Transformation (ACT), then calculate songs
emotion based on associated tag weights and tag coordinates.
In another research [12], songs are labelled with continuous
arousal/valence values based on tags and crowdsourcing tag-
related emotional ratings. However, no research mentions the
most recent word embedding methods to mine the latent
relationship of tags during tags analysis.

C. Word Representation

To facilitate text analysis, researchers usually do word
representation using a vector-based model. In such model,
a document or word is represented as a vector, where each
dimension corresponds to one feature. Then these vectors
could be used in language modelling and feature learning in
a variety of applications, such as information retrieval [32],
opinion mining [33], question answering [34], named entity
recognition [35] and syntactico-semantic parsing [36].

Usually, the approaches of vector-based representation could
be divided into supervised and unsupervised methods [37]. In
supervised methods, one-hot representation in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) means a simple word-based vector.
It encodes binary vectors which have the same length as the
size of the vocabulary. And only one element is ’1’ in each
vector. Therefore it is easy to represent but fails to capture
syntactic (structure) and semantic (meaning) relationships in
text context. Another classic representation is Vector Space
Model (VSM) [38] which is a document-based vector and
use term-specific weights rather than binary data as element
value. However, these two methods expose the drawback of
data sparsity in large-scale text analysis.

In contrast, unsupervised methods show better effectiveness
in handling large-size vocabulary and documents, which gen-



erate compact vectors with real value in low dimensions. They
reduce the vector sparsity effectively and can better measure
semantic similarity with other words. These models are com-
monly known as word embedding. One conventional word
embedding method is distributional representation, the essence
of which is dimensionality reduction and utilizing matrix
factorization strategies. Among a variety of methods, a popular
one is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [39], [40] which
actually performs Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). This
method has been used widely in tag representation [16], and
in music emotion modelling [15], [41], [42].

In emerging word embedding research, neural networks are
leveraged to directly learn low-dimensional word representa-
tions rather than first reducing dimensionality. One notable
technique in this branch of research is word2vec [18].
There are two typical models for this technique: Skip-gram
and Continuous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW). Skip-gram aims to
predicting context words from a given target word. While the
CBOW architecture tries to predict the target word through its
surrounding context. Word2vec focus on context information
but poorly utilize global statistical data. Thus, it captures more
syntactic regularities but few semantic regularities. Another
popular technique is GloVe [19], which is a new global log-
bilinear regression model combining global matrix factoriza-
tion like LSA with local context window like word2vec. Due
to this, it could cover both semantic and syntactic information
better and outperform other models on word analogy, word
similarity, and named entity recognition tasks.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe how tags information is pro-
cessed and represented in our solution. Tag preprocessing and
tag embedding play an significant roles in reducing the sparsity
of social tags.

A. Tag Preprocessing

We collect large-scale social tags from Last.fm1 which is
combined with the Million Song Dataset (MSD) [43] and have
been used in many music classification research projects [16],
[44], [45]. Based on previous research [29], it is necessary to
preprocess tags to reduce the impact of noisy information and
irrelevant information in tags dataset.

First, we need to construct a text corpus to facilitate tag
preprocessing. In order to describe our solution comprehen-
sively, we consider each track in songs dataset as a document
and tags for one track as text in one document. Besides
that, we call each tag as “term”, not “word” since not all
tags are single words. Like term frequency in documents, the
Last.fm dataset contains tag popularity for tracks. Some
researchers used these normalised counts to calculate Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [15], [46].
In our solution, we combine these normalised counts and
corresponding tags to build up tag content for each track so
as to construct a text corpus for all tracks.

1http://www.last.fm

Once the text corpus is ready, we categorize tags to de-
termine what strategies should be applied to this corpus to
process different types of tags. Based on previous research
work [5], [13], [15] and our cognition, we summarize music
social tag categories with examples as below:

• meaningless terms:
stop words: a, the, this, no, not
junk tags or misspellings: zzzzzzz, Grrl

• non-emotion terms:
opinion words: good, bad, poor
genre, instrument, epoch, locale: jazz, guitar, 60s, usa
ambiguous tags: love
emotion-irrelevance tags : song, beat

• emotion terms:
lemmatization: depression, depressive, depressed
synonym: melancholy and sadness

1) Meaningless Terms: For the stop words, most of them
are meaningless for semantic analysis but take the high pro-
portion in the corpus. We remove them by referring to the
snowball list of stopwords2. At the same time, we remain
negative words from this list thereby keeping the original
meaning for some terms such as ‘not happy’. For the junk
tags and misspellings, they should be removed to improve the
validity of tags. Considering the variety of tag content, it is
impossible to find out all tags mentioned above and filter them
manually. Supposing that these terms are either very common
or low-frequency, we set a series of statistical thresholds to
filter them:

• term count min: minimum number of occurrences over
all documents

• doc proportion max: maximum proportion of docu-
ments which should contain term

• doc proportion min: minimum proportion of docu-
ments which should contain term

Through this way, we filter out most of meaningless, noisy,
high-frequency terms. To some extent, the thresholds de-
termines the quality of term analysis to balance between
removing irrelevant information and avoiding information loss.

2) Non-emotion Terms: Previous research work [29] ex-
plored Last.fm tags dataset and found that tags mainly
include genre, emotion, instruments,locales, opionions and so
on, among of which, genre accounts for high proportion (68%)
followed by locale (12%) while mood only accounts for 5%
followed by opinion (4%) and instruments (4%). Focusing on
emotion tags analysis, most research usually remove all non-
emotional terms and only keep tracks labeled by emotion tags.
Such approach results in a great deal of information loss and
limits generalization since a large number of tracks without
emotion tags are excluded. In our research, we keep these
tracks involved in subsequent tags embedding analysis so that
we can explore more tags relationship in vector space. Using
our method, even a track is not labelled by emotion tags, it
could be linked emotion terms through term similarity and
analogy. For ambiguous tags and other emotion-irrelevance

2http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/english/stop.txt



tags, we exclude most of them through statistical filtering
mentioned in Section III-A1

3) Emotion Terms: Considering the inflection of words
and synonyms, some researchers [5] tried to build up synsets
for clustering emotion terms while others [13] extended term
inflected forms derived from a lemmatization process to con-
struct emotion corpus. In our research, we make no change for
all emotion terms and explore that whether these terms have
distinct dimensional values from each other.

After the above preprocessing, the final tag corpus is estab-
lished and then a corpus of textual data representing all tracks
is vectorized for further use.

B. Tag Embedding

Corresponding to different word embedding models, dif-
ferent types of input are required and constructed from the
vectorized text corpus mentioned above.

Conventional Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) technique
requires Document-term matrix (DTM) as input. DTM de-
scribes the frequency of terms that occur in a collection of
tag documents. To reduce the impact of high-frequency terms,
the term-weighting scheme TF-IDF [47] is usually applied to
adjust term weights. In our research, we apply LSA to our tag
analysis as a baseline.

Neural word-embedding models CBOW and Skip-gram take
the vectorized text corpus as input directly rather than using
global matrix factorization. These two models are able to learn
local context for each term automatically.

GloVe trains its model based on term-co-occurrence matrix
(TCM). TCM is the statistics of terms in the vectorized corpus
in a form of matrix X . Each element Xij in such matrix
represents how often term i appears in context of term j.
The algorithm utilizes a new weighted least squares regression
model. It defines a cost function like this:

J =

V∑
i=1

V∑
j=1

f(Xij)(w
T
i wj + bi + bj − log(Xij))

2 (1)

Here wi means the vector for the main term i and wj means
the vector for the context term j. bi, bj are scalar biases for the
main and context terms. f is a weighting function that avoids
frequent co-occurrences being overweighted, see definition as
in:

f(Xij) =
{ (Xij/Xmax)

α if Xij < Xmax

1 otherwise (2)

Here Xmax defines the threshold of term co-occurrences value.
Only Xij less than Xmax take effect to regression model
through f . α is a factor in weighting function, set to 0.75
by default.

Through tag embedding, all of these models output a vector-
based matrix, where

• each row corresponds to each term in tag corpus
• all elements in each row is a feature vector for that term
• the vector size means dimensions of tag embedding

C. Emotion Vectors Extraction

Once vector-based matrix is ready, we could extract vectors
for specified terms to analyse tags relationship and check the
tag-embedding model performance. A set of terms can belong
to one specified type such as emotion, genre or themes, which
reflects the generalization of our solution. In this paper, we
focus on emotion tags analysis, hence the emotion vocabulary
is defined for vectors extraction.

D. Vector-based Data Scaling and Transformation

In this step, we apply non-metric multidimensional scaling
(nMDS) method and Procrustes Analysis (PA) to emotion-
term vectors for vector-based dimensionality reduction and
transformation. Dimensional emotion models proposed in the
previous research are usually two or three dimensions with the
reason that more than 3 dimensions could not reflect emotion
variation intuitively and one dimension could not distinguish
emotion sufficiently. In this research, we utilize nMDS [48]
to generate 2D and 3D models separately for performance
comparison, then Procrustes transformation [49] make our tags
approximate to a classic Valence-Arousal (VA) model.

To assess the quality of nMDS, we compare nMDS with
other typical dimensionality reduction solutions including
Principal component analysis (PCA), Locally Linear Embed-
ding (LLE), kernel PCA (kPCA) and AutoEncoder, through
RNX measurement defined in [50]. Taking a set of our vector-
based data as input, the RNX values with log-scaled rank K
are shown in Fig. 2. The results show that nMDS is the best
way to representing the pairwise distance and dissimilarity for
terms in a low dimensions meanwhile keeping the pairwise
relationship changing as few as possible.

In the procedure of Procrustes Analysis, we transform our
2D and 3D vectors through translation, rotation and scaling to
find a optimal approximation to the VA reference. Given the
VA reference as target X , our vectors as Y is transformed to
conform to X . Yt is the final 2D emotion tags representation.
Equation (3) shows how PA works.

Yt = f(Y ) = b ∗ Y ∗ T + c (3)

where b is scale component, T is orthogonal rotation and
reflection component and c is translation component.

To obtain the better goodness-of-fit, b, T and c are adjusted
to minimize the root mean squared error (RMSE) defined as
in:

f(Y )→
√∑

min(X − Yt)2
N

(4)

where N means the number of terms in our vector-based data.
If Y is 3D vectors, then 2D X is filled with one zero column

to match dimensions. Alternatively, the dominance ratings [17]
could be used as the third dimension but we don’t discuss this
situation here.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Following the workflow of our solution, we describe our
experiment step by step.



Fig. 2. Performance comparison of different dimensionality reduction
methods, where a value of 0 corresponds to a random embedding and a value
of 1 to a perfect embedding into the k neighborhood. The legend contains
AUClnk meansurement defined in [50].

Fig. 3. Terms count statistics after filtering

A. Dataset Preprocessing

We collect social tag dataset from Last.fm associated with
504555 tracks in MSD and create a vocabulary containing a
total of 463487 unique tag terms after removing stop words.
Then we filter very common terms and low-frequency terms
based on statistical thresholds. Fig. 3 shows how many terms
are left with different combinations of thresholds and Table I is
our final setting to balance information noise with information
loss. This results in a total of 7685 terms and a corpus of
470280 tracks. Finally, we vectorize this corpus for subsequent
process.

B. Tag Embedding

In the process of tag embedding, embedding dimensions K
need to be determined. Given that the final emotion model
is 2 or 3 dimensions, the higher K values would increase
the dimension gap and may give rise to underfitting by
leaving out important dimensions of the dissimilarity data
when implementing dimensionality reduction. Due to this, K
is selected from the set of {4,8,16,32,64,128}. Table II lists
the detail of input and some key hyper-parameters used in
embedding models. For other parameters, we just reuse the
default values.

TABLE I
THRESHOLDS OF TERM FILTERING

Parameter Value
term count min 1000

doc proportion max 0.8
doc proportion min 0.0002

TABLE II
TAG-EMBEDDING MODELS SUMMARY

Model Input Hyper-parameters for
embedding

LSA DTM with TF-IDF vector size = K

CBOW Corpus vector size = K
context window = 5
training epoch = 10

Skip-gram Corpus vector size = K
context window = 5
training epoch = 10

GloVe TCM vector size = K
context window = 5 Xmax = 10
”right” context terms training epoch = 25
are used for statistics learning rate = 0.15

In this experiment, we use the natural language processing
package text2vec3 in R software environment to generate
pruned corpus, DTM with TF-IDF, TCM and run LSA and
GloVe models. CBOW and Skip-gram models are imple-
mented by word2vec function in python library gensim4.

C. Emotion Terms Selection
The selecting of emotion vocabulary is based on dimen-

sional emotion models [14], [15], [22], emotion clustering [5],
[16], and MIREX Mood Categories [51]. In our experiment,
we select 44 common emotion terms rather than all of emo-
tion terms in vector-based matrix, corresponding to emotion
quadrants with considering term balance in each quadrant. See
Table III.

TABLE III
THE EMOTION TAGS IN DIMENSIONAL QUADRANTS

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
happy angry sad relax
joyful brutal melancholy calm
party aggressive sadness peaceful
fun scary depressive mellow
sexy frustration bittersweet sweet

upbeat bitter gloomy soothing
uplifting sarcastic sorrow hopeful
exciting cynical desperate dreamy

triumphant black dark chill
intense quirky lonely serious

romantic heartbroken sleepy quiet

D. Data Scaling and Transformation
In this step, we applied non-metric MDS method to reduce

K-dimension vectors to 2D and 3D vectors respectively, fol-
lowed by Procrustes transformation. In our experiment, we

3https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/text2vec/
4https://pypi.org/project/gensim/



choose the target Arousal-Valence reference from Warriner’s
list [17] which provides continuous ratings of valence, arousal
and dominance for almost 14000 English words. The PA
performance comparison between four tag embedding models
is shown in Fig. 4 based on Procrustes RMSE as the evaluation
metrics.

E. Tags Visualization

Finally, we use the transformed results from PA to visualize
the final 2D emotion space based on social tags. Here we select
two models with best performance: GloVe 64D+MDS 2D and
Skip-gram 64D+MDS 3D. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we compare the performance of neural tag
embedding models with LSA baseline. Further, tag topology
structure based on dimensional emotion space is visualized for
analysing the influence factors of tag representation.

A. Tag Embedding Models Performance

As seen in Fig. 4, better performance are located in higher
K range {32, 64, 128} for all models because that values
narrow the gap between the sparse high-dimension corpus
and K-dimension embedding vectors. For each K-dimension
embedding, the best solution is one of neural tag embedding
models rather than LSA. It demonstrates that neural word
embedding techniques outperform conventional text analysis
methods. Further, the performance of GloVe and Skip-gram
models vary dramatically with K value changing while the
performance of CBOW model is relatively stable. It can be
seen that GloVe and Skip-gram models are more sensitive to
the embedding size, and hence selecting appropriate size could
achieve better performance. With regard to the selection of 2D
or 3D vector space, there is no a certain regularity to impact
performance. In our experiment, the best results are shown in
64D tag embedding, where GloVe-based vectors are reduced
to 2D while Skip-gram-based vectors are reduced to 3D.

B. Tags Visualization

In the 2D emotion models as shown in Fig. 5, we can
see that tags could be divided into four parts conforming to
classic emotion models. (b) representation shows the typical
terms better than (a) such as happy, angry, sad, relax. The
deviation of ’sad’ in (a) is caused by GloVe combining global
matrix factorization. In such latent semantic analysis, a lot
of co-occurrence terms with ’sad’ are non-emotion terms, but
these terms co-occur with other high-frequency emotion terms
which are not located in Q3. While Skip-gram model in (b)
only utilize local context information which reflects latent
relationship with ’sad’ better and reduce the impact of noise
information. It illustrates that terms in our tag corpus are
strongly correlated with the terms nearby with similar pop-
ularity, and cleaning irrelevant information is very important
for GloVe models as it covers global context. Skip-gram is the
better choice without cleaning the corpus on a large scale.

Another reason for the position deviation is that PA min-
imize the sum of residuals for all tags between our term

Fig. 4. Procrustes analysis performance comparison between different models

vectors and AV reference. To serve the whole performance,
some terms sacrifice their correct positions to bridge the gap
of inappropriate positions of terms influenced by irrelevant
information, such as angry and aggressive. Besides that, the
Warriner’s AV ratings bring about some deviations. Because
those ratings are based on word stimuli rather than music, the
difference exist for some terms. For example, ’heartbroken’
in our tag analysis models are located in low arousal, but
its reference is labeled in high arousal. Similarly, ’black’ and
’dark’ are usually linked with low valence and middle or high
arousal but their ratings are opposite in AV reference. There-
fore, a better AV reference could enhance the transformation
performance as well.

C. Music Emotion Annotation based on Tags

In Music Emotion Recognition (MER) tasks, social tags is
used for music annotation in several ways [8], [13], [16]. But
most prior work applied these tags to solve music classification
problems rather than regression problems. Because there is no
good way to quantify tags and then quantify emotion for songs.
While our solution provides a more flexible and effective
way to represent tags as embedding vectors. On one hand,
we could calculate the quantified emotion for music based
on tags as mentioned in [15]. On the other hand, for songs
without labelled emotion tags, we still can represent them in
dimensional emotion model based on tag semantic analysis
and songs similarities. It is more reasonable to get emotion
labels for more songs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this research, we propose an effective solution to analyse
music social tags relationships where the neural word em-
bedding techniques are applied to obtain vector-based terms
for large-scale tags dataset. Apart from that, non-metric MDS
and Procrustes transformation are utilized to visualize terms in
2D emotion model. The experimental results show that neural
tag embedding models outperform conventional LSA model.
The whole solution achieves the objective of transforming
the sparse, discrete and messy tags information to dense,



Fig. 5. 2D emotion model computed from Procrustes Analysis. (a) denotes GloVe 64D+MDS 2D and (b) denotes Skip-gram 64D+MDS 3D. In each model,
blue dots represent our tag positions, red circles represent Warriner’s AV reference of tags.

quantified and correlated data. In this way, it allows more
than one type of terms (e.g. genre, emotion) in the corpus
for tag analysis and is capable of reflecting tags relationship
covering multiple vocabulary sets. Moreover, songs without
labelling emotion tags could be linked with emotion terms
through semantic analysis. This provides a good resource for
emotion annotation in music emotion recognition work.
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